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Code of Practice for
Teaching
(Curriculum and Planning)
(eyfs, ks1 & ks2)

Last reviewed February 2022

N.B. All members of the school staff are responsible for the effective implementation of this code of practice, but the
Senior Leadership Team (SLT) has overall responsibility.
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Appendices
 Helpful resources – implementing the 2014 English National Curriculum
 EYFS:
o Early Years Foundation Stage Handbook (summary)
o Additional information for the ‘exceeding’ judgement
 Glossary
 Planning – helpful questions
 Bloom’s Taxonomy and Differentiation Strategies at a glance
 SMSC
 Italian and English maths teaching comparison
What you understand, you know; and what you know, you don't forget.
Thomas, M. (2014).
The following principles and practices have evolved and will continue to evolve in response to the experiences and
feedback of the children, staff and parents and carers and the key developments in local, national and international
education.
Driving this evolution has been the importance of debating and agreeing the essential elements with the staff – so as
to form a clear, concise and effective framework to work within – and then to provide the freedom and support to
choose how best to pursue them; including monitoring for quality assurance in order to facilitate reflection and the
sharing of best practice.
It is vital that our practice is founded upon the core principles which underpin effective Educational systems
according to current best practice (including the principles and requirements outlined by the English Department for
Education).
The curriculum at SIAL – OVERVIEW (intent, implementation and impact)
INTENT
How we would like everyone at our school to feel
and how we would like them to help other people to feel…
 I am safe.
 I am happy with who I am.
 I can be brave and do what I think is right, even when something is difficult.
 I want to come to school today.
 The people at my school see who I am and they listen to me.
 I enjoy learning new things.
 Today there is more that I understand.
 Today there is more that I can do.
 In this lesson I know what I need to do to improve.
 For the time I have been learning
Italian and English, I can speak, read
and write well in both languages.

Our aim is that every child reach or exceed the End of
Key Stage expectations in both Italian and English.

In order to achieve this, we constantly seek to ensure that each child makes progress so that they:
achieve their best
become confident individuals, living fulfilling lives
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make a successful transition into adulthood
Success here has necessitated our evolving educational practices and systems that optimise the most appropriate
elements of the Italian and English National Curriculums (including the English EYFS and the Italian equivalent);
practices and systems which seek to serve several purposes simultaneously so as to minimise the time required and
maximise the time spent, i.e. our ongoing assessment records automatically generate our termly reports.
The curriculum we have designed to support this pursuit is a unique combination of age-appropriate learning
objectives to be met and knowledge, understanding and skills to acquire and is directly informed by the statutory
requirements of the English and Italian Departments for Education.
When forging this combination, we have prioritised what we believe will provide the children with as broad,
balanced, challenging, relevant and rewarding a learning experience and development as possible –– while still
adhering to the expectations and intentions of the aforementioned national requirements.
For our ultimate aim is to cultivate the most fertile of foundations for each child’s future learning and career and to
enable each of them, due to the levels of attainment they achieve and the effectiveness of our reporting in their
time with us, to transfer to either national system successfully and at any point in their time with us.
For further information and associated resources please see:

‘The curriculum at SIAL – OUR INTENT’ below

IMPLEMENTATION
To be as progressive, accurate and efficient as possible
Actions
For each child and according to their ability not their
age, we plan, teach and assess (formative and
summative**) to:
 Address identified areas of potential difficulty
 Remove barriers to each child’s achievement
 Deepen their understanding
 Support and accelerate their development
 Enrich their future responses
Provide feedback which is relevant, understood, acted
on and has a notable impact upon each child’s progress.

Quality support and development
Regular Reviews – focusing on:
 Planning (inspiration and appeal of activities |
appropriateness of assessment criteria)
 Formative assessment and feedback (use and impact
of the school’s feedback code of practice)
 Celebrating and sharing best practice
 How best to allocate resources
Learning Walks – focusing on:
 In-class experience (happiness and confidence in
class)
 Planning, teaching and feedback | child’s
understanding of differentiated activities and
assessment criteria
Supporting subject knowledge development. At the start
of the academic year each teacher is asked to RAG (red,
amber, green) rate their confidence with teaching each
of the objectives they will pursue; these then directly
inform the support and training they receive.

Set expectations and targets for every child which are
deliberately ambitious whatever their prior attainment,
including pinpointing aspects of the curriculum in which
children are falling behind and/or performing
exceptionally.
** Across the academic year, formally assess each main
objective pursued (the knowledge, understanding and



Termly target and progress monitoring meetings and
discussions

Internal and external* moderation – focusing on:
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skills to be gained):
 Using self-explanatory evidence to demonstrate each
child’s progress
 On at least three separate occasions (at least two
weeks apart), with each being distinct contexts and,
ideally, progressively challenging
 Taking the level of independence they demonstrate
into consideration





Relevance and quality of evidence assessed
Accuracy of judgement made
Use of school’s assessment code of practice

* Including through inter-school partnerships

Consistently seeking to improve through internally- and
externally-inspired reflection and consultation; seeking
out and assimilating best local, national and
international practice and innovation.
For further information and associated resources please see:

‘The curriculum at SIAL – OUR IMPLEMENTATION’ below

Assessment, Recording and Reporting Code of Practice

Performance Management, Monitoring, Moderation and Development Code of Practice
IMPACT
We evaluate our impact to positively and proactively inform our evolving intentions and their implementation.
Actions
Track the attainment and progress levels of each child
rigorously (including in national tests), but with minimal
additional work required of teaching staff and extended
leadership team to monitor, review and develop:



Each child’s readiness to move forward. The degree
to which each child has met the expectations of the
main objectives they have pursued.
Breadth and balance. The proportions of the
curriculum covered (also known as Attainment
Strength).

Quality support and development
SLT to work closely with:
 The extended leadership team to review these
achievement levels at a department/Key Stage level.
 The relevant members of the governing body to
review these achievement levels at a whole school,
historic, local and national level.
All of which can then directly inform our short and long
term plans and allocation of resources when seeking to
enhance the efficacy of the school’s work and vision.

For further information and associated resources please see:

Performance Management, Monitoring, Moderation and Development Code of Practice

Teaching (Cross-Phase Transition) Code of Practice
The curriculum at SIAL – OUR INTENT
All assessment and other processes should bring people back to the content of the curriculum
(and the extent to which it has been taught and learned).
GP (2013a).
Curriculum design, coverage and appropriateness
Across the school the SIAL curriculum1 provides the spine for our cycle of planning, teaching, assessing, feeding back,
reporting, monitoring and developing:

1

Published on the school website – for all learning areas, including English, Mathematics and Science.
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o

o

In EYFS these objectives are a combination of all of the English NC statutory requirements and the most
complimentary of their Italian NC equivalents and they are pursued within both the prime and specific learning
areas of the EYFS.
In KS1 and KS2 these objectives are a combination of all of the Italian and English NC statutory requirements
separated into Main objectives (more general end of year group attainment targets) and complimentary subobjectives (more specific components of the main objectives). Here we pursue literacy, mathematics, science,
computing, history, geography, religion, Spanish, physical education, art and design technology, music and
PSCHEE in both languages at different points in a child’s time at SIAL.

From Year 1 onwards the children pursue the school’s progressive curriculum map, where it is possible to clearly see
and benefit from how a main objective progresses from Year 1 through to Year 8.
Our move towards this was inspired by our desire to continually look for effective and sustainable ways of
accelerating the children’s progress up through the curriculum – ensuring that each child can access and build from
the levels of the curriculum most appropriate for their current understanding and ability, regardless of their age.
The principal aim being to facilitate far smoother, clearer and accelerated
differentiation, progress and assessment for each child.
Consequently, while so many objectives could have been selected as main objectives, we have prioritised those that
which progress most naturally across the year groups while still ensuring a good and broad balance and coverage for
each year group and key stage.
The curriculum at SIAL – OUR IMPLEMENTATION
Wherever possible the objectives and the necessary learning within them are to be pursued in order of development
and level of challenge.
Key Notes
 The numbered objectives are Main objectives. These are to be assessed and reported on.
 The bulleted objectives are sub-objectives, which are to be taught in order to build towards the relevant main
objective.
 Objectives written in red are from the English NC, in green from the Italian NC, those in purple a combination of
objectives from the English NC and Italian NC and in blue a combination of several objectives to form a whole
new objective.
 The associated year group’s ‘Content/Understanding’ clarifies the content to cover when supporting the
children’s meeting of these objectives.








Hyperlinks. You can click on the learning area titles in blue at the top of the document to get to each learning
area.
Due to the size of the document, the pdf version is best for jumping around the document, the word version for
copying and pasting from.
The learning area division titles are not all direct translations, but more the closest equivalents found in the
relevant National Curriculum.
English Literacy text types. A guide (English - writing - text types (guide) is available for ideas and assistance
here if required. These reading and writing text types have been selected to best complement the relevant year
group’s objectives and to avoid unnecessary and unhelpful repetition as the children work their way through the
school.
PSCHE. The Primary Scheme of Work Planning Toolkit is also available and is a great reference tool with plenty
of ideas to guide you and for you to build upon.

The school classes/year groups are divided (and represented) as follows:


Nursery (Rising Threes* - 20-40 months) = N3
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Nursery (Rising Fours – 30-50 months) = N4
Reception = R
Year 1 = 1
Year 2 = 2
Year 3 = 3
Year 4 = 4
Year 5 = 5
Year 6 (SSI-1) = 6
Year 7 (SSI-2) = 7
Year 8 (SSI-3) = 8

* Rising Threes are children who are registered pupils at a school and have not reached the age of three but will do so
before the end of their first term at school. There are three cut-off dates for the end of a school term:
 31 August
 31 December
 31 March

Teaching the child in front of you
While the teaching staff are accountable for learning outcomes – the degrees to which
the objectives are met – it is vital that wherever possible they are afforded
the freedom of professional expression and support required to achieve this.
We have no wish to be prescriptive for professionals
who have been employed because they know the teaching approaches and methods
which work most effectively for them in order to ensure the children they teach
achieve and develop as much and enjoyably as realistically possible.
We also respect the reality that learning and teaching adapt and evolve moment to moment
and not just lesson to lesson, week to week and term to term.
In our particular context, not least because of the sheer number of children whose knowledge
of one of the two languages studied is often initially at a level of a much younger child,
it would not be beneficial to simply hand over differentiated* weekly planning
and the teaching and assessment resources you must use
before you actually meet the individual children you will be teaching.
* Potentially to a level ad infinitum.
Our strong preference and expectation instead is that
the planning, resources and teaching methods employed be as personalised as possible
so as to best complement the individual learning styles, abilities,
experiences, interests, strengths and areas for development
of each child and their teacher.
We will of course monitor, support and look to enrich
the effectiveness and efficiency of your approach at regular intervals**
but ultimately it is very important to us that we respect, trust and expect our teachers
to teach the child in front of them.
** Please see the relevant codes of practice for internal professional development, moderation and monitoring of
planning, teaching and assessment.
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Half-termly Overview
Inspired by the relevant practices of the Italian Education system

For the start of each half-term the following is prepared for each Learning Area
Objectives for the half-term in order
of development and challenge.

These objectives are to be taken directly from the SIAL curriculum are
selected according to the class’ ability levels.

Associated assessment criteria to
meet each objective.

At this stage this focuses solely on what is expected (i.e. the ‘should’
level).

Associated main teaching activities
for pursuing each objective.

It is important that wherever possible the teachers’ professional
judgement and creativity is given freedom here and that the various
choices made are informed by their own specialist knowledge and the
abilities and interests of the class.

Class information (breakdown by
gender, EAL and IAL), resources, key
vocabulary and SMSC opportunities
for the half-term.

The process of completing the content here facilitates the effective
identification and prioritisation of the key targets, support and resources
for each class.

SLT:



The key information here directly informs the content of the half-termly Curriculum Bulletins
which are shared with the parents and carers.



These overviews are submitted to SLT at the start of the half-term to ensure that the SIAL
curriculum is covered effectively and cohesively and that it is pursued via a rich and appropriate
selection of activities.

Weekly Teaching Plans
detailing how the curriculum objectives are pursued, lesson by lesson, for each Learning Area

The assessment of each lesson feeds directly into the planning for the next lesson
Objectives for the week in order of
development and challenge.

These may be pursued across more than one lesson.

Associated and differentiated
assessment criteria to meet each
objective.

Driven by the previous assessment of the class these will be separated
into at least three levels of differentiation (i.e. ‘must’, ‘should’ and
‘could’).
o See Appendix ‘Bloom’s Taxonomy and Differentiation Strategies
at a glance’ for assistance here.

Relevant assessment groupings given
the assessment criteria.

These are directly informed by previous assessments and therefore
evolve following each assessment; directly informing the planning of
future assessment criteria and activities.
N.B. EYFS evaluations are to be recorded here too, i.e. how well the
various groups met their assessment criteria.

Associated and differentiated main

These will also be differentiated according to the assessment criteria
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teaching activities for pursuing each
objective.

and groupings planned.

Class information (breakdown by
gender, EAL and IAL), resources, key
vocabulary and SMSC opportunities for
the week.

The sections of the half-termly overviews most relevant to the week
may be highlighted and elaborated upon here.

SLT:

N.B. EYFS evaluations are to be recorded here too, i.e. how well the
activities facilitated the support and enrichment of the children’s
understanding and interests.



These plans are submitted to SLT at the end of each week, once the lessons have been completed.



This enables monitoring and support for appropriate levels of differentiation and progress in
conjunction with analysis of the classwork produced.
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Teaching Plan
Programmazione Didattica

Purpose Finalità | Passion Passione | Pace Ritmo | Positive Positività Partner
Work Collaborazione | Participation Partecipazione | Progress Progresso
Learning Area
Area di Apprendimento

Notes: this assumes that…
o the Warm Up (Riscaldamento) for every lesson always includes a recap of the previous lesson’s Plenary (Commento).
o the Plenary (Commento) for every lesson always:
1. reviews the children’s understanding and progress given the lesson objective and assessment criteria
2. includes faces/thumbs self- and/or peer assessment
3. discusses the Next Step(s) (Passi Successivi), i.e. the next lesson objective and assessment criteria

Weekly Teaching Plan
Pro Forma (Y1+)
Key Information | Informazioni Principali

Teacher(s)
Insegnante/i
Assistant(s)
Assistente/i
Year Group
Età

Total Boys
Totale Maschi
Term
Trimestre

EAL

School Year
Anno Scolastico

Weeks
Settimane

IAL

Girls
Femmine

RESOURCE(s) |
RISORSE
KEY VOCABULARY
VOCABOLARIO DI BASE
Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

ASSESSMENT | VALUTAZIONE
Manage Gestione | Monitor Monitoraggio | Develop Sviluppo |
Reflect Riflessione
Must (<7)
Should (7-8)
Could (>8)
Objectives |
Children
Children
Children
OBIETTIVI
Criteria
↓
Criteria
Criteria
↓
↓
Put children’s
initials here…


Put children’s initials
here…


Put children’s initials
here…


Evaluation:







Evaluation:


Evaluation:





ACTIVITIES | ATTIVITÀ
Playing & Exploring Gioco e Scoperta | Active Learning Apprendimento Attivo |
Creating & Thinking Critically Creatività e Pensiero Critico
Must (<7)

Should (7-8)

Could (>8)























































Home
work

Date
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Teaching Plan
Programmazione Didattica

Purpose Finalità | Passion Passione | Pace Ritmo | Positive Positività Partner
Work Collaborazione | Participation Partecipazione | Progress Progresso
Learning Area
Area di Apprendimento

Mathematics

Notes: this assumes that…
o the Warm Up (Riscaldamento) for every lesson always includes a recap of the previous lesson’s Plenary (Commento).
o the Plenary (Commento) for every lesson always:
1. reviews the children’s understanding and progress given the lesson objective and assessment criteria
2. includes faces/thumbs self- and/or peer assessment
3. discusses the Next Step(s) (Passi Successivi), i.e. the next lesson objective and assessment criteria
RESOURCE(s) |
RISORSE
KEY VOCABULARY
VOCABOLARIO DI BASE
Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

Evaluation:

Find all the
ways you can
make a certain
value.
Evaluation:

Complete one
digit additions.

M.M. & B.A..

Relevant
detail…

Kwai Gudtu
2

Term
Trimestre
Weeks

2018-19 Settimane

Girls
Femmine

10

6

4

3a

EAL

4

3

5

IAL

2

1

(Cultural: look at some coins from other countries) etc.

S.A.S. & S.O.S.


Must + show
working out.

M.C. & S.O.S.

Relevant
detail…

M.M. & B.A..


School Year
Anno Scolastico

Total Boys
Totale Maschi

Mr. M. Azing

pound | euro | pence | cent

M.C., M.M. &
B.A..


Key Information | Informazioni Principali

Teacher(s)
Insegnante/i
Assistant(s)
Assistente/i
Year Group
Età

mini whiteboards | whiteboard pens | mixed coins | text book

ASSESSMENT | VALUTAZIONE
Manage Gestione | Monitor Monitoraggio | Develop Sviluppo |
Reflect Riflessione
Must (<7)
Should (7-8)
Could (>8)
Objectives |
Children
Children
Children
OBIETTIVI
↓
Criteria
↓ Criteria
↓ Criteria
Investigate
methods of
adding groups
of mixed coins.

Weekly Teaching Plan
Exemplar (Y1+)

A.Z., A.B.C. & T.A.







S.A.S., A.Z., A.B.C. &
T.A.


Must (<7)

Estimate quickly,
calculate and
check
estimation.

S.A.S., A.Z., A.B.C. &
T.A.

Relevant
detail…

M.C. & S.O.S.

ACTIVITIES | ATTIVITÀ
Playing & Exploring Gioco e Scoperta | Active Learning Apprendimento Attivo |
Creating & Thinking Critically Creatività e Pensiero Critico



p. 31

Relevant
detail…

Should (7-8)

Could (>8)



Review symbols used for writing amounts.





Main: Investigate together methods of adding up groups of
mixed coins. Record working out. p. 30 (show working
out)






Look at some coins from other countries.
Relevant detail…























Add up coins
of same value.
When capable
add coins with
a mix.

Home
work
Find selection
of different
currencies at
home,
counting
amounts for
each
currency.

Date
02.05.
19.

Relevant
detail…
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EYFS Teaching Plan
Programmazione Didattica

Purpose Finalità | Passion Passione | Pace Ritmo | Positive Positività Partner
Work Collaborazione | Participation Partecipazione | Progress Progresso

Teacher(s)
Child initiated activity. Planned in response to the children’s interests and teacher observations. A self-initiated activity
Insegnante/i
wholly decided upon by the child and is the result of their own motivation to explore a project or express an idea. The child
Assistant(s)
takes total ownership of the activity and may change it to a different purpose than originally intended by an adult.
Assistente/i
Target = approximately 70% of each child’s experience, i.e. 21 hours of a 30-hour week.
Year Group
Età
Adult initiated / led activity. Activities planned to ensure a balance across the curriculum. Initiated = planned by an adult,
focusing on a specific learning intention that the child may complete independently or with adult support. Children can have
free access or they may be directed; particularly if they will benefit from the experience. Led = planned, structured and
School Year
delivered by an adult to a child or group of children. It focuses on the direct teaching of skills and knowledge with a specific
Anno Scolastico
learning intention in mind. Target = approximately 30% of each child’s experience, i.e. 9 hours of a 30-hour week.

Please circle/highlight the learning areas covered.
Learning Area(s)*
RESOURCE(S) | RISORSE

KEY VOCABULARY | VOCABOLARIO DI BASE

Aree di Apprendimento

Weekly Teaching Plan
Pro Forma (EYFS)
Key Information | Informazioni Principali
Total Boys
Totale Maschi
Term
Trimestre

EAL

Weeks
Settimane

IAL

Girls
Femmine

Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

C&L
PD
PSED
Lit.
Math.
UW
EAD
ASSESSMENT | VALUTAZIONE
Manage Gestione | Monitor Monitoraggio | Develop Sviluppo |
Reflect Riflessione
Must
(<7)
Should (7-8)
Could (>8)
I progetti
Children
Children
Children
italiani /
l’educazione: Criteria
↓
↓ Criteria
↓ Criteria

Put children’s
initials here…

Put children’s initials
here…

ADULT INITIATED and LED ACTIVITIES | ATTIVITÀ
Playing & Exploring Gioco e Scoperta | Active Learning Apprendimento Attivo |
Creating & Thinking Critically Creatività e Pensiero Critico
Must (<7)


Should (7-8)


Could (>8)

Target =
approximately
30% of each
child’s experience.
Home
Date
work



Put children’s initials
here…
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Objectives |







OBIETTIVI

Evaluation:







I progetti
italiani /
l’educazione:













Put children’s
initials here…

Put children’s initials
here…

Put children’s initials
here…

Objectives |
OBIETTIVI

Evaluation:

CHILD INITIATED ACTIVITIES | ATTIVITÀ2
Areas of
Provision

Learning
Area(s)

Writing |
Scrittura

C&L
PD
PSED

Number |
Matematica

C&L
PD
PSED

Art & Music |
Arte & Musica

C&L
PD
PSED

2

Targeted child(-ren)

Provision (activities and experiences)
Inside
Outside

Target = approximately 70%
of each child’s experience.
Effective Practice – inc. DIFFERENTIATION
(i.e. key closed and open-ended questions, levels of support required)

Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW

N.B. The sand/water and computer will alternate between classrooms each half-term.
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EAD

Investigation |
Ricerca

C&L
PD
PSED

Construction &
Small World |
Costruzioni &
Piccolo Mondo

C&L
PD
PSED

Role Play |
Gioco di ruolo

C&L
PD
PSED

Sand/ Water |
Sabbia/Acqua

C&L
PD
PSED

Malleable |
Malleabile

C&L
PD
PSED

Computing |
Informatica

C&L
PD
PSED

Reading |
Lettura

C&L
PD
PSED

Listening station
| Laboratorio
d’ascolto

C&L
PD
PSED

Light box |
Scatola luminosa

C&L
PD
PSED

Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
Lit.
Maths.
UW
EAD
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Weekly Planning – helpful checklist (from S.D.)
 Have you recorded the initials/names of the children in each differentiated box/column for each lesson?
Obviously this will take place each week/lesson rather than weeks ahead so you will only need to add this for the
first lesson in each subject to begin with.
 (For the future) Have you remembered to add the initials prior to each new lesson taught while referring to any
changes in groupings in your evaluation or by colour coding? For example, I record the initials before the lesson
but if a child subsequently completes an activity from a different grouping I keep their initials in the original place
but highlight or colour code to show the activity they actually completed. This helps me to view where I thought
they would be for the lesson and where they actually were.
 Have you differentiated each objective for each lesson? Even if you are unsure about how you might do this
please remember you can add the differentiation decided upon during the lesson after the lesson has been
taught. It is of course important to have an idea about how you will challenge or support the children prior to the
lesson, not least because you may need to prepare specific resources, but differentiation during the lesson is
often the very best kind. Please see the Bloom's Taxonomy appendices below.
 Have you linked your activity to your differentiated objective? Remember the activity comes from the objective,
not the other way around.
 Are your lessons based upon information you have gained from the previous lessons? How are you ensuring you
note your evaluation findings? Remember you do not have to include the introduction, development and
plenary in detail if you do not find it helpful but evaluations are useful to read and to write.
 Have you included the key vocabulary, resources and SMSC links at the top of the planning template? Please see
the following appendices for further guidance: examples of SMSC links and a brief list of SMSC statements to
include if you wish.
 Have you included the specific data relevant to the group you are teaching as regards to EAL, IAL, term, weeks
and so on?

Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 – specialised teaching
As of September 2016, the teachers of Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 moved from teaching by class to teaching by learning area,
i.e. teaching Science to Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 rather than most of the learning areas to just one or two classes.
Here we expect to take full advantage of the known passions and strengths of professional knowledge and
experience that the individual class teachers possess; so that the children are as closely as possible receiving the
teaching and support of effectively a learning area specialist.
The teachers will of course continue to follow, assess and report on the school curriculum.
Where a learning area is not taught in one of the languages, the acquisition of the key vocabulary will be supported
in the language’s dedicated lessons, i.e. key vocabulary from History taught in Italian will be covered in English (i.e.
as part of the resources used, the weekly spellings and/or texts read).
We see this evolution as having a tremendously enriching potential for all concerned and will of course continue to
closely monitor and support its development to ensure that this potential is fully realised.
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Appendices

Planning – helpful questions
A few handy questions to ask yourself. When planning lessons, or a series of lessons, focus on what you want
students to learn and how, rather than just focusing on tasks. The following questions should help to frame your
planning:
 What are the key knowledge and skills that I want all students to learn – and how will I make this
challenging?
 What are the common misconceptions that students have about this topic and how will I dispel them?
 How will I find out what the class already knows?
 When will I show students how to use this new knowledge and skills, for example by constructing a model
answer on the board?
 What questions can I ask during the lesson to ensure students understand the work?
 What questions will I ask to really stretch and challenge students once I am confident they know the basics?
 At what point in the lesson will students have the opportunity to practise using this new knowledge/skill?
 Have a “struggle plenary” at the end of the lesson (i.e. find out what students found hard in that lesson, so
you can come back to it in the next one).
Shaun Allison is a deputy head teacher at a large secondary school in West Sussex and is co-author of Making
Every Lesson Count.
http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2016/jan/05/new-year-resolutions-made-easy-six-waysimprove-lesson-planning
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Helpful resources – implementing the 2014 English National Curriculum
Mathematics and Science
 The National Centre for the Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM) has developed resources to
help teachers deliver the new curriculum: https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/40851
 30 Maths Hubs, coordinated by the NCETM, have been launched to support schools with all aspects of maths
teaching and with a specific focus on implementing the new curriculum:
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources/44071
English
 The National Literacy Trust have produced a curriculum review and planning tool which highlights good
practice to deliver the English curriculum: http://www.literacytrust.org.uk/schools_teaching/curriculum
Computing
 BCS Academy of Computing has a programme to help primary school teachers, with no prior experience of
computer science, get ready for the computing curriculum: http://academy.bcs.org/barefoot
 Computing at School, in association with Naace and other partners, have published resources including a
guide for primary school teachers: http://www.computingatschool.org.uk/
Design and Technology
 DATA, the Design and Technology Association, in partnership with others, have developed a range of
resources including an annotated programme of study, providing advice and explanatory notes on
implementation: https://www.data.org.uk/for-education/curriculum/dt-national-curriculum-for-england2014/
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Early Years Foundation Stage Handbook – 2019
Summary
Source: Dept. for Education (DfE.) and Standards and Testing Agency (STA) (2017) ‘Early years foundation stage
profile: 2019 handbook’ [10.12.18.] https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stageprofile-handbook
N.B. The following statements are all taken directly from the original document.
EYFS Profiles
 In accordance with the statutory EYFS framework each child must be assessed against:
 the 17 ELGs
 the 3 characteristics of effective learning
 The completed EYFS profile includes a short commentary on the child’s skills and abilities in
relation to the characteristics of effective learning.
 When assessing a child, practitioners will make judgements about their attainment and the nature
of their learning characteristics by:
 taking into account evidence from a range of sources
 matching their view of a child’s attainment to the exemplification of national standards, and
the guidance on characteristics of effective learning
 In particular, practitioners should note the learning which a child demonstrates spontaneously,
independently and consistently in a range of contexts.
 Children can demonstrate embedded learning and secure development without the need for overt
adult support. Where learning is secure it is likely that children often initiate the use of that
learning.
 Practitioners must be alert to the general diversity of children’s interests, needs and inclinations.
 Practitioners should reflect on their observations and ensure that the provision enables all children, to
demonstrate attainment in ways that are motivating to them. This should be regardless of their stage
of development or interests, needs and inclinations.
Evidence
 There is no requirement that it should be formally recorded or documented.
 Practitioners should keep paperwork to the minimum needed to illustrate, support and recall
their knowledge of the child’s attainment.
 With the exception of ELG03 Speaking, where the EYFS Profile contains the word ‘talks’ or ‘speaks’,
children can use their established or preferred mode of communication.
 Over the course of the year, practitioners should build their knowledge of what each child knows
and can do. ‘Evidence’ means any material, knowledge of the child, anecdotal incident or result of
observation, or information from additional sources that supports the overall picture of a child’s
development.
 Contributions to the assessments:
o Accurate assessment will depend on contributions from a range of perspectives, including the child’s.
Practitioners should involve children fully in their own assessment by encouraging them to communicate
about and review their own learning.
o Assessment should build on the insights of all adults who have significant interactions with the child.
Adults with different roles will be able to make different contributions.
o Accurate assessment requires a two-way flow of information between setting(s) and home. A review of
a child’s achievements should include those demonstrated at home. Assessments which don’t include
the parents’ contribution give an incomplete picture of a child’s learning and development.


The characteristics of effective learning: represent processes rather than outcomes and will provide year 1
teachers with vital background and context when considering the child’s next stage of development and
future learning needs:
o Should include information from the child, their parents and other relevant adults.
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Playing and exploring – engagement
‘Finding out and exploring’ is concerned with the child’s open-ended hands-on experiences which result from innate
curiosity. These experiences provide raw sensory material from which the child builds concepts, tests ideas and finds
out.
‘Using what they know in their play’ describes how children use play to bring together their current understandings,
combining, refining and exploring their ideas in imaginative ways. Representing experiences through imaginative
play supports the development of narrative thought, the ability to see from other perspectives, and symbolic
thinking.
‘Being willing to have a go’ refers to the child:
 finding an interest
 initiating activities
 seeking challenge
 having a ‘can do’ attitude
 being willing to take a risk in new experiences
 developing the view that failures are opportunities to learn
Active learning – motivation
‘Being involved and concentrating’ describes the intensity of attention that arises from children engaged in following
a line of interest in their activities.
‘Keeping on trying’ refers to:
 the importance of persistence even in the face of challenge or difficulties
 an element of purposeful control which supports resilience
‘Enjoying achieving what they set out to do’ builds on the intrinsic motivation which supports long-term success. It
refers to the reward of meeting one’s own goals, rather than relying on the approval of others.
Creating and thinking critically – thinking
‘Having their own ideas’ covers the critical area of creativity - generating new ideas and approaches in all areas of
endeavour. Being inventive allows children to find new problems as they seek challenge, and to explore ways of
solving these.
‘Using what they already know to learn new things’ refers to the way children use narrative and scientific modes of
thought to:
 develop and link concepts
 find meaning in sequence, cause and effect
 find meaning in the intentions of others
‘Choosing ways to do things and finding new ways’ involves children in:
 approaching goal-directed activity in organised ways
 making choices and decisions about how to approach tasks
 planning and monitoring what to do and being able to change strategies
Children with special educational needs and disability



Special educational needs and disability (SEND) includes physical, emotional, sensory and learning needs.
Emerging = not yet at the level of development expected at the end of the EYFS. Practitioners should
provide additional detail to support the child’s successful transition to year 1 and enable the year 1
teacher to plan an effective, responsive and appropriate curriculum.
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Children for whom English is not their home language









Within the EYFS Profile, the ELGs for communication and language and for literacy must be assessed in
relation to the child’s competency in English. The remaining ELGs may be assessed in the context of any
language – including the child’s home language and English.
Learning English as an additional language is not a special educational need.
Practitioners need to find out as much as they can about a child’s prior language experience and any
education experienced elsewhere. Parents, as the first educators, are an important source of information.
Children must have opportunities to engage in activities and first-hand experiences that do not depend
solely on English for success.
They must be able to participate in ways that reveal what they know and can do in the security of their
home language. For children to grow in confidence, and hence demonstrate their embedded learning:
 their environment must reflect their cultural and linguistic heritage
 their learning be supported by a wide range of stimuli and experiences
The EYFS profile assessment is underpinned by an understanding that language is central to our sense of
identity and belonging to a community. The profile recognises and values linguistic diversity.
Parents also need to know that it is perfectly acceptable, even desirable, for the child’s home language to
be used in the setting.
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Additional information for the ‘exceeding’ judgement
Source: Dept. for Education (DfE.) and Standards and Testing Agency (STA) (2017) ‘Early years foundation stage
profile: 2019 handbook’ [10.12.18.] https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stageprofile-handbook
Practitioners should use these descriptors when making judgements about whether a child’s level of learning and
development is in the ‘exceeding’ category. These descriptors are sourced from the Tickell review of the EYFS.
The areas of learning of EYFS and their associated ‘exceeding’ descriptors

Prime areas of learning
Communication and language
01

Listening and attention: Children listen to instructions and follow them accurately, asking for clarification
if necessary. They listen attentively with sustained concentration to follow a story without pictures or
props and can listen in a larger group, for example, at assembly.

02

Understanding: After listening to stories children can express views about events or characters in the story
and answer questions about why things happened. They can carry out instructions which contain several
parts in a sequence.

03

Speaking: Children show some awareness of the listener by making changes to language and non-verbal
features. They recount experiences and imagine possibilities, often connecting ideas. They use a range of
vocabulary in imaginative ways to add information, express ideas or to explain or justify actions or events.
Physical development

04

05

Moving and handling: Children can hop confidently and skip in time to music. They hold paper in
position and use their preferred hand for writing, using a correct pencil grip. They are beginning to be
able to write on lines and control letter size.
Health and self-care: Children know about and can make healthy choices in relation to healthy eating and
exercise. They can dress and undress independently, successfully managing fastening buttons or laces.
Personal, social and emotional development

06

07

08

Self-confidence and self-awareness: Children are confident to speak to a class group. They can talk about
the things they enjoy, and are good at, and about the things they do not find easy. They are resourceful in
finding support when they need help or information. They can talk about the plans they have made to
carry out activities and what they might change if they were to repeat them.
Managing feelings and behaviour: Children know some ways to manage their feelings and are beginning to
use these to maintain control. They can listen to each other’s suggestions and plan how to achieve an
outcome without adult help. They know when and how to stand up for themselves appropriately. They can
stop and think before acting and they can wait for things they want.
Making relationships: Children play group games with rules. They understand someone else’s point of view
can be different from theirs. They resolve minor disagreements through listening to each other to come up
with a fair solution. They understand what bullying is and that this is unacceptable behaviour.
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Specific areas of learning
Literacy
09

10

Reading: Children can read phonically regular words of more than one syllable as well as many
irregular but high frequency words. They use phonic, semantic and syntactic knowledge to
understand unfamiliar vocabulary. They can describe the main events in the simple stories they
have read.
Writing: Children can spell phonically regular words of more than one syllable as well as many
irregular but high frequency words. They use key features of narrative in their own writing.
Mathematics

11

12

Numbers: Children estimate a number of objects and check quantities by counting up to 20. They
solve practical problems that involve combining groups of 2, 5 or 10, or sharing into equal
groups.
Shape, space and measures: Children estimate, measure, weigh and compare and order
objects and talk about properties, position and time.
Understanding the world

13

14

15

People and communities: Children know the difference between past and present events in their
own lives and some reasons why people’s lives were different in the past. They know that other
children have different likes and dislikes and that they may be good at different things. They
understand that different people have different beliefs, attitudes, customs and traditions and why
it is important to treat them with respect.
The world: Children know that the environment and living things are influenced by human activity.
They can describe some actions which people in their own community do that help to maintain the
area they live in. They know the properties of some materials and can suggest some of the
purposes they are used for. They are familiar with basic scientific concepts such as floating, sinking,
experimentation.
Technology: Children find out about and use a range of everyday technology. They select
appropriate applications that support an identified need – for example in deciding how best to
make a record of a special event in their lives, such as a journey on a steam train.
Expressive arts and design

16

Exploring and using media and materials: Children develop their own ideas through selecting and
using materials and working on processes that interest them. Through their explorations they find
out and make decisions about how media and materials can be combined and changed.

17

Being imaginative: Children talk about the ideas and processes which have led them to make
music, designs, images or products. They can talk about features of their own and others work,
recognising the differences between them and the strengths of others.
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Glossary








Achievement – attainment and progress.
Achievement analysis – qualitative and quantitative analysis of attainment and progress.
Assessment points – key times in the school year where assessment takes place (i.e. baseline and end of term
assessments).
Attainment – grade given.
Attainment strength – percentage of objectives graded within a learning area and/or overall.
Ongoing assessment – record of attainment and progress across assessment points.
Progress – difference in levels of attainment between assessment points.
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Bloom’s Taxonomy – Action Verbs Requiring Cognitive Outcomes (Ideas)
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Differentiation – some strategies at a glance
We can differentiate by:
1. Content: different resources and materials.
2. Process: different activities or learning processes.
3. Product: creating different products and responses.
4. Support: different levels of support (teachers, peers and/or resources).
According to a child’s:
1. Readiness.
2. Interests.
3. Learning Styles.
SMSC
What is SMSC? SMSC stands for Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural Education.
All schools must show how well their children develop in SMSC.
Spiritual
 explore beliefs and experiences
 respect faiths, feelings and values
 enjoy learning about oneself
 reflect on their beliefs and actions
Moral
 recognise differences between right and wrong
 recognise legal boundaries
 respect civil and criminal law
 understand the consequences of their behaviour and actions
 have knowledge of the police and armed forces
 understand and appreciate the views of others
 take an interest in investigating and offering views about moral and ethical issues (the set of rules adopted by a
group of people)
Social
• use a range of social skills in different contexts-working and socialising with other children, including those with
different beliefs and backgrounds
• willingness to show cooperation and participate in social settings, including volunteering to solve conflicts
• accept and engage with British Values
Cultural
• understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences which have shaped their own heritage and that
of others
• understand and appreciate the range of different cultures in school and beyond
• knowledge of Britain’s Parliamentary system
• willingness to participate and respond positively to artistic, musical and cultural opportunities
• respect, accept and celebrate diversity as shown by tolerance and attitude towards different religious, ethnic
and socio-economic groups in the local, national and global communities
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Examples of SMSC links for weekly planning

Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

Taken from ‘The Digestive System – Year 4 Science’ (September, 2015)






















understand and appreciate the views of others
take an interest in investigating and offering views about moral and ethical issues (the set of rules adopted by a group of people)
use a range of social skills in different contexts-working and socialising with other children, including those with different beliefs and backgrounds
understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences which have shaped their own heritage and that of others
understand and appreciate the range of different cultures in school and beyond
willingness to participate and respond positively to artistic, musical and cultural opportunities
respect, accept and celebrate diversity as shown by tolerance and attitude towards different religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups in the local, national
and global communities
importance of a balanced diet to maintain a healthy body
importance of storing and preparing food correctly to avoid illness (store at a given temperature, cook for a set time at a certain temperature, clean
environment to prepare food)
reading food labels to support choices (look at the amount of salt, sugar, saturated fats and so on)
some people may need to avoid certain foods due to allergies
some foods are not eaten by people for religious or lifestyle/moral reasons (food from particular animals/choice to be vegetarian)
some foods have to be prepared in a certain way for some people due to religious or cultural beliefs (kosher, halal)
holy communion
a variety of foods are eaten throughout the world, many based upon what is available in specific locations-foods important to different cultures
some cultures eat regularly with their hands rather than a knife and fork or with the knife and fork in a different hand
table manners
personal hygienewashing hands before eating and after visiting the toilet
brushing teeth at least twice a day
Tooth Fairy vs. Tooth Mouse!
using the correct names for body parts relevant to human excretion
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Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

Taken from ‘Life in the Mountains – Year 3 Geography’ (September, 2015)








understand and appreciate the views of others
take an interest in investigating and offering views about moral and ethical issues (the set of rules adopted by a group of people)
use a range of social skills in different contexts-working and socialising with other children, including those with different beliefs and backgrounds
understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences which have shaped their own heritage and that of others
understand and appreciate the range of different cultures in school and beyond
willingness to participate and respond positively to artistic, musical and cultural opportunities
respect, accept and celebrate diversity as shown by tolerance and attitude towards different religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups in the local,
national and global communities
Social and cultural comparisons between the Kumaon (people of the Himalayas) and the children of class 3 including:
 currency
 food
 education/schooling
 religion
 importance of rivers for local communities, cities
 volcanoes as sacred places of worship
 mountain as a place of sacrifice
Safety issues relating to living in a mountainous environment including:
 avalanche
 earthquake
 visitors need to become accustomed to the altitude
 dangers of climbing
Humanitarian aid to people in other countries:
 Himalayan Trust- a charity set up for the Nepalese people by Sir Edmond Hilary
 Look at the help being given to the Nepalese people thanks to fund raising following the earthquake in April 2015 (SIAL non-uniform day)
N.B. The Kumaon people will be the focus of year 3 geography homework for the term.
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Spiritual | Moral | Social | Cultural
Spiritualità | Moralità | Socialità | Cultura

Taken from ‘Number – Year 4 Maths’ (September, 2015)
















understand and appreciate the views of others
take an interest in investigating and offering views about moral and ethical issues (the set of rules adopted by a group of people)
use a range of social skills in different contexts-working and socialising with other children, including those with different beliefs and backgrounds
understand and appreciate the wide range of cultural influences which have shaped their own heritage and that of others
understand and appreciate the range of different cultures in school and beyond
willingness to participate and respond positively to artistic, musical and cultural opportunities
respect, accept and celebrate diversity as shown by tolerance and attitude towards different religious, ethnic and socio-economic groups in the local,
national and global communities
Roman numerals as used by the ancient Romans
Opening a bank account
Giving money to charity
Gift Aid
To spend or to save
Interest rates
Exchange rate
Currency-how this may differ in different parts of the world
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Italian and English maths teaching comparison – key details









Place value, multiplying and dividing by 10, 100, 1000 and so on. The English NC teaches the children that the
decimal point never moves and it is the digits which will be placed one or more places to the left or right, so as
to stress their value. The Italian NC teaches that the decimal point does the jumping. In short, the opposite.
The symbol for multiplication is different. The English NC uses the ‘x’, the Italian NC uses a dot but not sitting
on the line. It is raised and in the middle of the two numbers both vertically as well as horizontally.
Rather than a space between the thousands and hundreds for example, the Italian NC uses a dot on the line so
the number would look like a decimal value to those more familiar with the English NC, e.g. one thousand two
hundred and thirty-four in the English NC would look like this  1 234. In the Italian NC, like this  1.234
The decimal point in the Italian NC is a comma, i.e. 20,6. In the English NC it would be written 20.6.

The sign for division is also different. In the English NC  ÷ and in the Italian NC  : (the sign for ratio in the
English NC!).
The method of division in the Italian NC is similar to the English NC’s bus stop method, but the layout is
different.
More generally, the teaching methods employed in some of the Italian NC lessons are more formal than those
for the English NC.
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